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Counsel to My Newly-Created Ward
Search INWARD (discover your strengths/gifts/talents – humility, be 

aware of areas to work on)

Turn OUTWARD (use your strengths to serve others; think of  
others first, kindness/compassion)

Look UPWARD (rely on God; trust Him; daily prayer for mercy)

Press FORWARD (take one day at a time, be positive, faith   
through trials, endure to the end)



SATAN = CONTENTION = MISERY

Inability to see things from a different perspective

“because devil became miserable forever, he sought misery of all mankind” (2 Ne. 2:18)

“And then shall many be offended, and shall betray
one another, and shall hate one another” (Matt 24:10)

“there were jarrings, and contentions, and envyings, and strifes, and 
lustful and covetous desires among them”  (D&C 101:6)

“he that hath the spirit of contention is not of me, but is of the devil, who is the father 
of contention, and he stirreth up the hearts of men to contend with anger, one 
with another.” (3 Ne.  11:29)

“Only by pride cometh contention” (Proverbs 13:10)



“US’S” VERSUS “THEMS”



GOD = UNITY = HAPPINESS

“Neither pray I for these alone, but for them which shall believe on me through their 
word; That they all may be one; as thou, Father, are in me, and I in thee, that they may be 
one in us….that they may be one, even as we are one: I in them, and thou I me, that they 
may be made perfect in one” (John 17: 20-23)

THE   GREAT   AT-ONE-MENT

“I beseech you that there be no divisions among you, but that ye be perfectly joined together”  (1 Cor. 1:10)

“Be determined in one mind and in one heart, united in all things”  (2 Ne. 1:21)

Saints should have their hearts knit together in unity  (Mosiah 18:21)

“If ye are not one ye are not mine”  (D&C 38:27)

“The Lord called his people Zion because they were of one heart and one mind”  (Moses 7:18)

Family History – linking, welding…



SCHOLARSHIP ON “ONE-NESS”

• Attachment models, Sue Johnson – emotion-focused therapy; positive 
engagements; connection

• Clark & Mills – Communal relationships

• Gottman bids for connection; friendship; repair attempts; 5:1 ratio (positives 
to negatives)

Gottman finally admitted, “After intensely studying happily married couples for as long as sixteen years, I 
now know that the key to reviving or divorce-proofing a relationship is not in how you handle 

disagreements but in how you are with each other when you’re not fighting. . . . The foundation of my 
approach is to strengthen the friendship that is at the heart of any marriage (Gottman & Silver, 1999, p. 46).” 



MOVING RELATIONSHIP SCIENCE FORWARD

• If this life is about 

1) becoming one (connection/relationships) 

2) growth/change (“being good”, becoming better)

3) serving others (“doing good”)

we need programs and measures that promote and assess both.

More than skills…

"Thus, 'the real struggle [of relationships is] between experiencing freedom for self-interest and 
freedom for another’s interest' (Sayre & Kunz, 2005, p. 230), which requires that the individual 
develop virtues and character strengths that allow them to heed the ethical command [or spiritual 
prompting]" (Galovan & Schramm, 2017).



MOVING BEYOND SATISFACTION   
(HEDONIC , P LEASURE , INWARD, IND IV IDUAL I ST IC )

• Character Strengths/Virtues

• Friendship

• Marital Flourishing

• Shared Goals

• Personal/Couple Growth

Relationship Flourishing Scale (Fowers et al., 2016); Marital Virtues Profile (Hawkins, Fowers, Carroll, & Yang, 2007; Fawcett, 
Fawcett, Hawkins, & Yorgason, 2013); Positive and Negative Relationship Quality (Fincham & Rogge, 2010); Couple 
Flourishing Measure (Sanri, Halford, & Rogge, 2016); Relational Connectivity Scale (Galovan & Schramm, 2017)

“The vast majority of relationship quality theory and measurement is also single-
mindedly devoted to individuals’ relationship satisfaction, suggesting that the purpose of 
relationships is to provide satisfying individual experiences” (Fowers et al., 2016, p. 998)

• Meaning

• Relational Giving

• Sacrifice

• Forgiveness

• Couple Identity



Teaching communication skills is like stretching before a marathon. 
It’s important and prevents pulled muscles, but the real work and 

preparation occurs with the regular running, the diet, the workouts 
that keep you in shape. The same holds true in marriage. The daily 

small and simple things keep the relationship close and healthy.

Moving Beyond 
Communication/Conflict Skills



MORE THAN PROBLEM SOLVING

• “we find no evidence to rule out the importance of problem solving 
in predicting relationship outcomes….The current findings support 
a shift toward theory and educational interventions that emphasize 
partners’ mutual feelings of validation, understanding, and 
compassion” (Sullivan, Pasch, Johnson, & Bradbury, 2010)



Referring to the focus on skills training and memorizing specific phrases:

“Prescriptions are not going to work…when we try to put these prescriptions 
into place, they can backfire on us. They can work in exactly the ways that we 
didn’t intend. And yet when we encourage people to think about their 
relationship [the DVD group], to think about how the world around them is 
affecting their relationship—to think not about a prescription, not about a 
behavioral prescription—do X and you’ll get this, but about a principle, a way 
of thinking about your relationship, in a way that helps you to discover the 
way your relationship is going to go, maybe with a very little bit of gentle 
guidance, around attachment sorts of models, then we can set those couples on a 
better path”

THOMAS BRADBURY LECTURE ON APRIL 22, 
2010 PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, UCLA



Referring to the focus on skills training and memorizing specific phrases:

“I think we need a new generation of thinking about new 
interventions for couples, not one that says “do this” –this is the 
prescription, like virtually every self-help book does. Couples need to 
develop a philosophy of their own, not a prescription, but a set of 
principles that helps them to know how important this endeavor is, and 
what it is going to take to accomplish it.”

THOMAS BRADBURY LECTURE ON APRIL 22, 
2010 PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, UCLA



IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS BY 
INCREASING POSITIVES

“a shift away from lessening the negatives to increasing the positives may be 
an important way to help couples improve their relationship adjustment”

Veldorale-Brogan,  A., Bradford, K, & Vail, A. (2010). Marital virtues and their relationship to individual 
functioning, communication, and relationship adjustment. Journal of Positive Psychology, 5, 281-293)



Effective Diets

• Important to reduce the sweets and cut out harmful substances…

• ALSO critical to increase the healthy things: 

good foods, exercise, vitamins, adequate sleep 

IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS BY 
INCREASING POSITIVES



UTAH NEWLYWED STUDY 
(1,010 COUPLES MARRIED LESS THAN 1 YEAR)

Husbands

1. Balancing work and marriage

2. Debt brought into marriage

3. Frequency of sexual relations

4. Financial decision making

5. Expectations around house

6. Husbands employment

7. In-laws

8. Wife’s employment

9. Time spent together

10. Different recreational interests

Wives

1. Balancing work and marriage

2. Debt brought into marriage

3. In-laws

4. Financial decision making

5. Frequency of sexual relations

6. Expectations around house

7. Communication w/spouse

8. Time spent together

9. Birth control

10. Wife’s employment



UTAH NEWLYWED STUDY FINDINGS

Actual predictors of marital quality
• Respect for each other
• Commitment to your marriage
• Expressing appreciation
• Mutual affection
• Time together
• Trusting your spouse



RELATIONSHIP POOL 
FRAMEWORK

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://binfind.com/img/sky%20habitat%20singapore%20pool/any/&ei=ft75VPegE4uigwSrioPoAw&bvm=bv.87611401,d.eXY&psig=AFQjCNHztjOhDLG_wlaXDCB1eI_6cvcLWA&ust=1425747880790364


3 WAYS WE LOSE WATER (CONNECTION) 
FROM OUR RELATIONSHIP POOL

1. Evaporation – Neglect, Bored, Too busy, 
Personal Pursuits, Digital Distractions

2. Splashing/Dipping – words or actions that 
are hurtful: Criticism, Sarcasm, Envy, Coldness, 
Defensiveness, Hostility, Blaming

3. Cracks (“Loyalty Leaks”) – Breaches of Trust, 
Commitment, Loyalty, Fidelity



RELATIONSHIP POOLS CAN BE DEEPENED  
WITH REGULAR “CUPS OF CONNECTION”

Increasing the          
positivity ratio!

1. Support/Awareness
2. Appreciation/Gratitude
3. Forgiveness/Acceptance
4. Time Together/Shared Meaning
5. Affection/Admiration
6. Kindness/Service

8. Commitment/Loyalty/Sacrifice
7. Shared Humor/Playfulness



Galovan, A. M., & Schramm, D. G. (in press). Strong relationality and ethical responsiveness: A 
conceptual model for family science. Journal of Family Theory & Review.

Who we are Who/How we 
are with others

Result of    
“turning outward”

A Strong Relationality Conceptual Model of Relationship Flourishing



RELATIONAL CONNECTIVITY 
CONSTRUCT



OPPOSITION IN ALL THINGS
VIRTUES/VICES



PRELIMINARY STUDY

Sample –
• 514 couples recruited (Qualtrics) from an online panel in the U.S. and 

Canada using a national quota sample from each country based on 
age and race/ethnicity

• Weighted to be nationally representative
• Age M = 46.86, SD = 17.24
• Relationship duration M = 19.70; SD = 15.62
• Primarily White (78.6%), 7.3% Latino, 6% African American, 4.9% Asian
• Education: 5.7% < high school, 21.8% high school, 18.5% some college, 

15.7% associates/trade, 38.3% bachelors/graduate degree
• Income Mdn = $54,369; M = $66,639; SD = $68,066

Galovan, A. M., Schramm, D. G., McDaniel, B. T., & Goddard, H. W. (2016). The couple well-being project. Edmonton, 
AB: University of Alberta.



PRELIMINARY STUDY

Method –
• Participants responded to scales assessing both self and partner’s:

• Way of being,
• Partner humility, compassion, and positivity
• Bids for connection (e.g., affection, kindness, gratitude)
• Forgiveness
• Frequency of time spent together 
• Commitment
• Relationship quality (relational-connectivity)

All Cronbach’s α > .70 with the majority > .80.

Galovan, A. M., Schramm, D. G., McDaniel, B. T., & Goddard, H. W. (2016). The couple well-being project. Edmonton, 
AB: University of Alberta.
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The strongest predictor of shared perceptions of couple relationship quality is behavioral bids for 
connection (β = .50) followed by husband and wife way of being (βs = .48 and .29 respectively), 
and shared reports of time spent together (β = .21). 

The effects of virtues seem to be through the behaviors that are enacted and suggest that way of 
being undergirds both the virtues and the behaviors people exhibit that influence relationship 
quality.  After accounting for rater effects, in our preliminary model, we are able to account for 
91.8% of the variance in shared perceptions of couple relationship quality (connectivity).



ADDITIONAL RESEARCH ON VIRTUES

• Humility and compassion (and to a lesser degree, positivity) predict marital well-
being, and humility buffers the negative effects of stress among women (Goddard 
et al., 2016)

• Veldorale-Brogan, Bradford, & Vail, 2010

Individual well-being             communication             relationship quality
Individual well-being             virtues              relationship quality
Virtues             communication              relationship quality

• “the presence of well-being within a person individually has a greater impact on how they 
relate to others than the presence of distress within that person (Seligman & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 2000)” (Veldorale-Brogan, Bradford, & Vail, 2010, p. 290)

• “marital virtues provide the basis for what needs to be communicated between couples. 
It is not enough simply to have positive communication behaviors” (p. 290)



HOW DO WE TEACH/INSTILL VIRTUES 
AND CHARACTER STRENGTHS?

• Witnessing examples of others’ acts of kindness - “Jesus was moved by 
compassion” when he saw others suffering (set an example)

• Strive to be Christ-like, pray for charity, humility, etc.
• Listening to or reading about others’ acts of kindness
• Recalling your own previous experiences/lessons learned-sharing with others
• Trying new behaviors (“experimenting upon my words”)
• Allowing others to share their own experience and accept their influence
• Heeding and acting on the FIRST impression
• Expressing gratitude, love, and appreciation to others
• OTHERS??



SUMMARY

• God’s goal is unity, change, and growth (reunite), oneness, linking, joining, 
CONNECTION (Turning Outward)

• Satan’s purpose is disputation, division, rejection, conflict, contention 
(Turning Inward)

• Academics = move beyond measures of marital satisfaction – examine 
virtues, strengths, relationship flourishing, meaning, growth, connection

• Increase positives (help things go right) and decrease negatives (change things 
going wrong)

• Additional studies/measures needed with couple data to examine Personal 
Well-Being AND Way of Being,  Virtues, and Responsible Actions





NOTE FROM OUR 7 YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER
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Questions and Discussion
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